CORRIGENDUM / ADDEMDUM

With reference to tender no AIIMS/Pat/Tender/PC/2015/Arthroscopy/241 dated 07.12.2015 tender for Arthroscopy Set for Department of Orthopaedics a pre bid meeting was held on 15/12/2015 at 3:00 pm in conference hall main building AIIMS Patna.

The Issue raised by the firm where discussed and the committee recommended for the following corrigendum.

1. Under Part A – under Full high definition HD camera the quantity should be read as 1 (one) in place of 2 mention earlier

2. Under Part A - Full High Definition Digital Camera – Added features – The product should a) the camera should support 16:9 or above format; b) Progressive scan technology or Interlaced

3. Under Part A – Arthroscope set – we need – a) 70 degree angle view, 4mm, with sheath and obturator – quantity (1)one, b) 30 degree angle view, 4mm, with sheath and obturator, - quantity (1)one; Rest of the specification under that heading remains same

4. Under Part B Arthroscopic Resection Shaver System - Under Sub heading Consumables Blades and burs – The entire section should now read as

5. Shaver should be supplied with following items

   i) 4.5mm Full radius Blade for ACL removal – 6 pieces.
   ii) 3.5mm Cutter Blade for meniscus - 6 pieces.
   iii) 5.5mm Incisor Blade - 6 pieces
   iv) 4.5mm Syanovator Blade - 6 pieces.
   v) 4.0mm Abrader Burr - 6 pieces.
   vi) Cutting blade for saw- 6 pieces.
   vii) Electroblade - 6 pieces

6. In Part C – Under heading Graft Preparation Board with Tension Device – Graft Master sliding Base - the quantity should be read as 1 in place of 2

7. Under Part E – Wrist Arthroscopy Set and Instruments : - Arthroscope 1.9mm and 30 degree - should now be read as - 30 degree angle view, 2.4 -2.7mm, with sheath and obturator

8. Under Part G – Digital High Definition Recording System – the system should also have following features
a) Video Colour Printer (can be of different make) to be supplied with facility to store and print four different images store and printed on one sheet. Should be able to print on both A4 size normal and Photo gloss paper. Printer can be sourced from other standard international company with sales and services from India. Printer should be able to be directly connected with the main console system

b) Touch screen 19 inch Medical Grade Monitor with RH 232 Cable (Length 500 – 600 cm), Memory 4GB RAM, compatible with any monitor, and should be supplied with all accessories. Should be able to mount on the main console

9. Part I – a) Laptop - specification mention is to be read as - 15 inch Monitor, windows7 OS, Intel core i7 processor (or more) core 2 duo, hard disc 1 TB, charging cable and 8 GB RAM
c) desktop to be considered removed

10. Under Arthroscopy Mobile Console/ Trolley – a) should also have 4 to 5 Shelves and the distance between them should be reasonable enough to place and operate equipment comfortably should be of same make of the system

11. Under section High quality branded Steel Almirah for storage - it can be from local manufacturer with 20 gauge stainless steel body and shelf of stainless steel 18 gauge

12. Whole Arthroscopy system, its assembly, software, instrumentation asked (except Printer, Laptop and Almirah) should be of same make and from same and single parent company and US FDA Approved.

13. The companies are requested to bid separately for technical specification compliance and Price bid evaluation for “Mosaicplasty System for treatment of cartilaginous defects” Under Part C and “Shoulder Limb Positioner” Under Part D. Therefore the companies are requested to put two separate technical bid (one for two items mention in this point and one for rest of the items in the tender) and two sealed envelopes for price bid (one for two items mention in this point and one for rest of the items in the tender)

14. To fix the price of consumables to be used in Arthroscopy for the next 5 years. This will pertain to price bid comparison.

15. The last date of the submission of the tender is extended up to 18/01/2016 14 hrs.
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